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There is always something happening in the shelter that Dogs of
Portugal supports! Cantinho da Milu is a vibrant place full of
activities all directed into making the life conditions of the dogs
better!
So what is happening now?
Milu is having an office house
constructed – a place where we will
be able to receive people, make adoptions, keep all our documentation
including medical documentation of
the dogs, have a computer and a
printer. Professional! Moreover, there
will be a small room with a kitchenette and a bathroom so the volunteers that will come from
abroad for longer periods can stay there.
Anyone that would like to help in the construction of this facility
is welcome to send donations with reference “escritorio” (ask us
for the account number).
And what Dogs of Portugal is doing?
We are creating a pharmacy in the shelter under the direction of
Marina. She is a pharmacy pro! Furniture was donated already
and it is now being installed, now we only need to buy a table and
boxes to separate medications. And we need medications! So if
you would like to help in the acquisition of material, you can send
a donation with the reference “farmacia” (ask us for the account
number) or simply send medications.
Ana Teresa is making her bath place
more versatile! She will also have
furniture installed and the equipment organised in a more practical
way. She still needs donations to buy
a good shaving machine.

If you would like to help, you can send
a donation with the reference
“tosquiadora” (ask us for the account
number) or we can tell you what
machine she would like to have….
It is only because of your help that we are managing all those
good things we do for the dogs!

THE PHARMACY PROJECT
This project was developed to respond to a need of having a fully
equipped and functioning pharmacy in Cantinho da Milu shelter.
There is no such a place and the stock of medications is very
modest, nothing that could be sufficient for a shelter of 400 dogs.
We will use the room where washing machines were before –
they have been moved to another place. We designed the project
of how the pharmacy should look like and so far we have

cleaned the place, received the furniture (donation) and started
to install it. Soon we will start to catalogue the medications
according to their objective.
We would also like to have a
database on every animal, its
health history and the medication
it is taking. Doing so we will be
able to better organise the stock
of medications and define our
needs.
Now we would like to appeal to
you for donations to accoumplish
the project: financial donations to
buy more equipment (table, boxes, etc.) and, the most important, medications! Email us for the list of mostly used medications, but if you have others
send them also, we may be able
to give it a use among the 400
dogs.

If you want to donate, there are things we always
need:
- deworming tablets
- spot-on against fleas and ticks such as Advantix and
Frontline and also Advocate for dogs with skin allergies
- shaving machine for dogs - our spa team could really
use a good one!
- collars and leashes
- dog food
- Actidox and Becozyme for treatment of tick fever and
Conofite and Oridermyl for treatment of ear infections
(all can be bought at the pharmacy)

DOP SWEDEN
Today we would like to present you DOP Sweden.
If you would like to adopt a dog from us and you are in Sweden –
it is easy! First, go to: hundarfranportugal.wordpress.com
and choose your dog. Any doubts? We can put you in touch with
people that already adopted dogs from us.
If you would like to know more, send an email to the contacts you
will find under “Kontakta Oss”. If you are in the south of Sweden,
contact Josefin. If you are in central Sweden and Stockholm area,
contact Linn.
Linn came to the shelter Cantinho
da Milu and stayed a whole month
working very hard every day. It is
not a joke, this is hard work! But
volunteers are always needed and
appreciated so if you would like to
know more, talk to Linn.
And the most important, you can
always visit the DOP Scandinavia

facebook group.
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ADOPTIONS THIS MONTH
In January 2012 a total of 18 animals were adopted!
The lucky ones were: Anoise (now Poppy), Bunny (now Lucas),
Clio (now Tia), Dakota (now Milly), Diva, Diva, Fox (now
Jasper), Gold, Kiko, Malibu, Martina (now Leica), Meow, Olívia
(now Luna), Pinocchio (now Pino), Roxy, Sushi (now Tess), Tilly
and Yara (now Tara).
If you have adopted a dog or a cat from us, give us news!

